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About this Handbook
The purpose of this Handbook is to outline BYC’s Race Committee safety
guidelines, procedures, protocols, and the individual fleets’ racing preferences. It
is designed to be the go-to reference for running BYC Series racing aboard
Commodores. We hope that this handbook serves not only as a guide for veteran
Race Officers, but also, importantly, as a welcoming resource for those who are
interested in learning more about what it means to be part of BYC’s on-the-water
Race Committee.
An important part of the rich heritage of Beverly Yacht Club is the long history and
continuing support of a volunteer Race Committee. If you are an experienced PRO,
please consider sharing your knowledge with BYC members who are interested in
becoming more involved in Race Management, because, as they say, “it takes a
village” -- and our “BYC village” needs to come together to help ensure that we are
adding new race officers, flag signalers, line-sighters, timers, and scribes into our
pipeline in order to be able to continue to carry on the great racing BYC has become
known for.
To that end, we encourage you to take interested friends on board Commodores
with you, and to instruct them if they are new to racing. Review the start sequence,
flags, and signals with them. Include them in your thinking as you select courses.
Help them learn how BYC races are run, and why we have to follow specific
procedures. This handbook is a good place to start.
You’ll note that this booklet includes all of the information necessary to “play” with
course configurations -- before you even get on the water! Your tools include an
accurate race chart and scale, mark descriptions and locations, and a mark
bearing/distance chart. You can also review the flags used by Commodores for BYC
racing, as well as the different configurations for the drop mark courses. The Race
Committee worked hard to create a drop mark course “library” that would enable
the PRO to offer more types of courses to the fleets, including the ability to
occasionally utilize offset and gate marks in BYC’s Series racing.
The 2019 BYC Racing Guide and the Sailing Instructions can be found on
the Race pages of the BYC website; they should both be read by anyone serving on
the Race Committee. Each registered racing skipper will be given a hard copy of
both of these documents, upon request.
If you have any questions, suggestions, or ideas to share regarding BYC’s racing
programs, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with me. We hope to see you aboard
Commodores this summer for an amazing season of racing!
Fair winds,
Deborah Bennett Elfers
Race Committee Chair, Beverly Yacht Club
racing@beverlyyachtclub.org
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BYC Safety and Decision to Race
The Beverly Yacht Club’s goal is to run safe and fair races for participants. The
success of this goal relies heavily on the volunteer assistance of our members as
on-the-water Race Committee teams aboard our beloved committee boat,
Commodores. It is the responsibility of the Race Committee team, and the Race
Officer to adhere to the recommended safety protocols as reasonably as possible to
ensure the highest degree of fairness and safety in all races.
Sailing and racing involve inherent risks. Because the club cannot mitigate all risks
we call your attention to a fundamental rule of sailing in Part 1 of the Racing Rules
of Sailing (RRS): Rule 4 -- Decision to Race: The responsibility for a
boat’s decision to participate in a race or to continue racing is hers
alone.
We ask that all participants respect the decisions of designated Race Officers and
club officials, especially when these decisions are made with safety in
mind. Judgment calls are part of racing and running races, and while participants
will not always agree with some of the decisions, we ask that you remember that
our race committee and other officials are all volunteers. Volunteers and
participants alike should be treated courteously and respectfully. This does not
abridge any rights that are part of the RRS.
All skippers and crew should be familiar with the BYC Racing Safety Protocol which is
included on the Race section of the BYC website, in the BYC Racing Guide, and on pages 16-17
of this handbook.

BYC
On-The-Water Race Committee Assistance
Beverly Yacht Club is known far and wide for the quality of its race and regatta
management - and has enjoyed a very long tradition of capable volunteerism in
this area. The Club depends upon the racing fleets’ skippers, crews, and other club
members, to contribute their time and talent aboard Commodores, thus ensuring
that our nearly 300 races are covered with the necessary race committee personnel.
The Race Committee respectfully requests that all of BYC’s registered racing
skippers and crews volunteer for at minimum, one series or special race date
during the Club’s racing season. Non-racers are always welcome aboard, as well.
Visit the public “Commodores Assistance Registration” page of the BYC website to
register. The Race Committee Chair and the Race Officer Captain will be
coordinating with the fleets to ensure maximum participation so that we have
adequate race management coverage.
We are indeed fortunate in that some of our members are able to volunteer
multiple times, and that more experienced race committee volunteers have been
forthcoming in helping those who wish to learn. Welcome to the Race Committee
aboard Commodores – it’s a lot of fun, and absolutely the best place from which to
watch some exciting racing.
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Race Committee Responsibilities
The Race Committee aboard Commodores conducts races as directed by the
organizing authority (Beverly Yacht Club) and as required by the rules.
Beverly Yacht Club’s Race Committee Chair and the Race Committee write and
publish the Notice of Race (which conforms to rule J1 in the current edition of the
Racing Rules of Sailing) as well as the Sailing Instructions (which conform to rule
J2 in the current edition of the Racing Rules of Sailing). These race documents can
be found on the BYC website, under the public Race pages.
PROs (and others) serving aboard Commodores should take the time to review
Part 3 in the current edition of the Racing Rules of Sailing: “Conduct of a Race.”
The primary goal of the Race Committee is to offer fair competition to all, by
delivering clear racing instructions and signals, setting a good course and finish
line, adjusting promptly to changing wind and weather, and providing a racing
event that is safe for everyone.
No race is possible without the Race Committee!

Commodores Race Committee Positions
There are several essential positions that comprise BYC’s on-the-water Race
Committee. These positions form a team that performs all of the functions required
to conduct a race. In some cases, a person may assume more than one of these
positions, or one position may be divided among several people. Some sailing
organizations may organize their positions a bit differently than others – what
follows below is an attempt to describe what we do at BYC.
Here is a brief description of who’s who on board Commodores during a typical
BYC race:
Principal Race Officer (PRO):
The PRO is the person in charge aboard Commodores. He/she will have the
responsibility for deciding whether weather conditions are safe for racing and will
make the final decision as to the official course designations before they are posted
for the racers. The PRO will delegate who is responsible for the Race Committee
positions, to ensure that all the necessary roles are covered. The PRO is responsible
for conducting the races according to Part 3 in the current edition of the Racing
Rules of Sailing: “Conduct of A Race.”
Committee Boat Operator:
The boat operator drives BYC’s Race Committee signal boat (Commodores),
including setting the start line and communicating with the mark-setters to ensure
the best possible course. He/she handles all radio communications as directed by
the principal race ofﬁcer, and coordinates with necessary personnel in the event of
an emergency, according to the BYC Racing Safety Protocol.
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Mark-Setters:
Operating from a mark boat, the mark-setter works with the Race Committee
signal boat to position, set, and, if necessary, relocate the marks of the race course.
He/she also reports any changes in wind direction and velocity to the Race
Committee signal boat.
Scribe:
The scribe logs in all boats starting and ﬁnishing, including competitors who do
not complete the course. He/she also records much of the information being
communicated to the race ofﬁcer, including wind readings, bearings to marks,
apparent rules breaches by competitors, boats affected by individual recalls,
alternative penalties taken, protest ﬂags and “I” ﬂags observed, and the time of
each. For Wednesday and Thursday Twilight Series, with multiple Classes starting
and finishing, there are often two or three people who help with this role.
Timer:
The timer must keep the time before and after the start, and precisely call out the
starting sequence to those persons on the Race Committee, particularly the flag
signaler and sounder, whose functions are governed by the time. The timer also
calls out the ﬁnish times based on the line-sighter’s announcement of each boat
ﬁnishing, which is especially important in the Handicap races.
Flag Signaler:
The flag signaler is responsible for all visual signals given by the race committee
signal boat before, during, and after the race. It is important to know that the visual
signals (flags) are the ofﬁcial communications to competitors.
Sounder:
The sounder is responsible for all sound signals (horn) that draw attention to the
flag signaler’s visual signals. On Commodores we have an automated system that
keeps the time and makes the sound for the start sequence, however, the linesighter usually sounds the horn for the finishes, or any additional warning signals
that might be necessary.
Line-Sighter:
The line-sighter is responsible for sighting the starting line to identify boats on the
course side, and in the case of any recalls, tracks the boats that are returning to
start. He or she also sights the ﬁnishing line to determine the order and time of
ﬁnishers. On Commodores, the line-sighter gives the finish horn signal for boats
coming over the finish line.
Scorer:
The scorer determines the points for each boat and each race in one-design racing,
and calculates corrected times for handicapped racing using handicaps and ﬁnish
times. This is done by BYC’s Registrar and Scorer, with information communicated
via the race sheets completed by the on-the-water Race Committee.
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Description of BYC Drop Mark Courses

.
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Common Race Signals/
Flags Used During the Starting Sequence
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BYC Series Racing: Suggested Guidelines
Tuesday Twilight Series: Bullseyes & H-12s
First warning signal: 1800
•
•
•
•
•

Suggested order of start: WKRP practice starts, Bullseyes, H-12s, then
WKRP practice races
The fleets’ preferred course: windward –leeward; however, the drop mark
course diagram offers other options, including the use of gates and offsets.
Number of races: One long race for each Class
Starting location – Sippican Harbor
August’s earlier sunsets should be considered while selecting
courses.

Drop mark procedure:
Drop marks can be used for any of the race marks, including the start and
windward marks.
o Fly code flag “O” (Oscar) from the RC boat mast.
o Place the distance and direction of the 1st leg on the course board (ie 1.0
NM, 355°).
o Once the course is displayed, start the starting sequence for each class.

Other requests:
•
•
•

Please communicate with the fleets on VHF c. 72
Please announce over early on VHF c. 72
In heavier weather, H-12s will want a wind check before the start; if winds
are steady 18-20, they may decide not to race, especially with bigger seas
and higher gusts (wooden spars can break).
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Wednesday Twilight Series: Handicap Racing
First warning signal: 1800
•
•
•
•
•

Suggested order of start: Class 1, Class 2, Class 3
Starting location: vicinity of mark “G” or BYC mark “A”
NOTE: Avoid marks “3” and “5”, BYC mark “E”, and Bully's Rock area
south of Bird Island
Number of races: One for each Class
August’s earlier sunset should be considered when selecting
courses.
CLASS 1 – Windward-Leeward Course –
Wind/Distance Chart

JUNE

JULY

AUG.

WIND SP. 5 -10 KT.

10 - 16 KT.

*16 - 25 KT

DIST.

8-10 nm

10-11nm

WIND SP. 5 -10 KT.

10 - 16 KT.

*16 - 25 KT

DIST.

8-10 nm

10-11nm

WIND SP. 5 -10 KT.

10 - 16 KT.

*16 - 25 KT

DIST.

6-8nm

9-10 nm

6-7 nm

6-7nm

5-6nm

*Note: in flatter water, the distance for the 16-25 KT wind range can be slightly
increased; long courses should not be used in light air, particularly in August.

CLASSES 2 & 3 -- Triangular Course;
include one downwind leg to allow the smaller boats to stay competitive
Wind/Distance Chart
JUNE

JULY

AUG.

WIND SP. 5 -10 KT.

10 - 16 KT.

*16 - 25 KT

DIST.

7-8 nm

9-10 nm

WIND SP. 5 -10 KT.

10 - 16 KT.

*16 - 25 KT

DIST.

7-8 nm

9-10 nm

WIND SP. 5 -10 KT.

10 - 16 KT.

*16 - 25 KT

DIST.

5-6 nm

7-8 nm

5-6 nm

5-6 nm

4-5 nm

*Note: in flatter water, the distance for the 16-25 KT wind range can be
slightly increased; long courses should not be used in light air,
particularly in August.
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Wednesday Twilight Series (continued)
Course Preferences:
Class 1: WINDWARD/LEEWARD
Class 2: TRIANGULAR COURSE
• Try to include a windward-leeward configuration at the end of the
triangular course. (This helps the smaller boats in the fleet to be
more competitive in the series.)
Class 3: TRIANGULAR COURSE
• Try to include a windward-leeward configuration at the end of the triangular
course. (This helps the smaller boats in the fleet to be more competitive in the
series.)

Other requests:
•
•
•

Please communicate with the fleet on VHF c.72.
Please announce “over early” on VHF c.72.
Please inform Cape Cod Canal Marine Traffic Control on VHF c.13, 14, or 16 if
fleet will turn at or cross the Cleveland Ledge Channel (if marks “S,” “R,” or “Q”
are used).
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Thursday Ladies’ Series: Bullseyes and H-12s
First starting sequence signal: 1400 hrs
•
•

Suggested order of starts: Bullseyes, then H-12s.
The fleets’ preferred course: windward-leeward; however, the drop mark
course diagram offers other options, including the use of gates and offsets.
• Number of races recommended: Two.
o First race is skipper race (scored) – longer course.
o Second race is crew race (not scored) – shorter course.
o Optional 3rd race for spinnaker practice (not scored; consult with
fleet captains before heading out).
• Suggested courses:
o RC should attempt to get the best marks for W/L course within
Sippican outer harbor.
• Starting location:
o Vicinity of BYC mark Y (in low to moderate SW wind),
o or in vicinity of BYC mark C or D (on windy days 18+ kts).
• Desired duration of races:
o 1st race: approx. 45 minutes.
o 2nd race: approx 30 minutes.
o 3rd race: depends on how much time before Commodores has to
dock; finish near Nyes Wharf.

Drop mark procedure:
Drop marks can be used for any of the race marks, including the start and
windward marks.
o Fly code flag “O” (Oscar) from the RC boat mast.
o Place the distance and direction of the 1st leg on the course board (ie 1.0
NM, 355°).
o Once the course is displayed, start the starting sequence for each class.

Other Requests:
•
•
•

Please communicate with the fleet on VHF c.72.
Please announce “over early” on VHF c.72.
In heavier weather, H-12s will want a wind check before the start; if winds
are steady 18-20, they may decide not to race, especially with bigger seas
and higher gusts (wooden spars can break).
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Thursday Twilight Series: Shields, J/80, J/22, J/24
First starting sequence signal: 1800 hrs
•
•
•
•
•

Suggested order of start: Shields, then J/80, then J/22 & J/24 (Please note
that J/22 & J/24 fleets will start together).
Starting location: Anywhere North of, and including A, G, and E. Y is a
common starting area.
Number of races: Two races per class
The fleets’ preferred course: windward-leeward; however, the drop mark
course diagram offers other options, including the use of gates and offsets.
All fleets should sail W/L courses, 4 legs.

Drop mark procedure:
Drop marks can be used for any of the race marks, including the start and
windward marks.
o Fly code flag “O” (Oscar) from the RC boat mast.
o Place the distance and direction of the 1st leg on the course board (ie 1.0
NM, 355°).
o Once the course is displayed, start the starting sequence for each class.

Other Requests:
•
•

Please communicate with the fleet on VHF c.72.
Please announce “over early” on VHF c.72
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Saturday Afternoon Series: Shields
(with prior scheduling approval from the Race Chair, other BYC fleets may
use this time as practice or fleet training.)

NOTE: BYC marks 3 and 5 cannot be used for weekend racing
because of harbor traffic. Race Course legs cannot cross the
navigation channel north of BYC mark 3 on weekends.

First starting sequence signal: 1400 hrs
•
•
•
•
•
•

No start after 1530 hrs.
Suggested order of start: Shields, then any scheduled practice races for
other fleets.
Number of races recommended: Multiple races.
Starting location: Anywhere North of, and including A, G, and E.
The fleet’s preferred course: windward-leeward; however, the drop mark
course diagram offers other options, including the use of gates and offsets.
Desired length: Longer races (not quick W-L), two races preferred.

Drop mark procedure:
Drop marks can be used for any of the race marks, including the start and
windward marks.
o Fly code flag “O” (Oscar) from the RC boat mast.
o Place the length and direction of the 1st leg on the course board (ie 1.0
NM, 355°).
o Once the course is displayed, start the starting sequence for each class.

Other Requests:
o Please communicate with the fleet on VHF c.72.
o Please announce “over early” on VHF c.72.
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Sunday Afternoon Series: Bullseyes & H-12s
NOTE: BYC marks 3 and 5 cannot be used for weekend racing because of
harbor traffic. Race Course legs cannot cross the navigation channel north
of BYC mark 3 on weekends.

First starting sequence signal: 1400 hrs
•
•

Suggested order of starts: Bullseyes, then H-12s.
The fleets’ preferred course: windward-leeward; however, the drop mark
course diagram offers other options, including the use of gates and offsets.
• Number of races recommended: Two.
• Suggested courses:
o RC should attempt to get the best marks for W/L course within
Sippican outer harbor.
• Starting location:
o Vicinity of BYC mark Y (in low to moderate SW wind),
o or in vicinity of BYC mark C or D (on windy days 18+ kts).
• Desired duration of races:
o 1st race: approx. 45 minutes.
o 2nd race: approx 30 minutes.

Drop mark procedure:
Drop marks can be used for any of the race marks, including the start and
windward marks.
o Fly code flag “O” (Oscar) from the RC boat mast.
o Place the length and direction of the 1st leg on the course board (ie 1.0
NM, 355°).
o Once the course is displayed, start the starting sequence for each class.

Other Requests:
o Please communicate with the fleet on VHF c.72.
o Please announce “over early” on VHF c.72.
o In heavier weather, H-12s will want a wind check before the start; if winds
are steady 18-20, they may decide not to race, especially with bigger seas
and higher gusts (wooden spars can break).
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Sunday Fall Series:
Lasers, Bullseyes, H-12s, Shields
NOTE: BYC marks 3 and 5 cannot be used for weekend racing because of
harbor traffic. Race Course legs cannot cross the navigation channel north
of BYC mark 3 on weekends.

First starting sequence signal: 1000 hrs
•
•
•

•
•

Suggested order of starts: Lasers, Bullseyes, then H-12s.
The fleets’ preferred course: short windward-leeward legs; however, the
drop mark course diagram offers other options, including the use of gates
and offsets.
Number of races recommended:
o As many as possible – usually no more than 6.
o Races are not officially scored through Regatta Network.
o Daily prizes will be awarded on the Club deck after racing.
Suggested courses:
o Short W-L courses, using drop marks.
Starting location:
o Vicinity of BYC mark C or D.

Second starting sequence signal (Shields): 1200 hrs
•
•
•
•

Number of races recommended: Multiple races.
Starting location: Anywhere North of, and including A, G, and E.
The fleet’s preferred course: windward-leeward; however, the drop mark
course diagram offers other options, including the use of gates and offsets.
Desired length: Longer races (not quick W-L), two races preferred.

Drop mark procedure:
Drop marks can be used for any of the race marks, including the start and
windward marks.
o Fly code flag “O” (Oscar) from the RC boat mast.
o Place the length and direction of the 1st leg on the course board (ie 1.0
NM, 355°).
o Once the course is displayed, start the starting sequence for each class.

Other Requests:
o Please communicate with the fleets on VHF c.72.
o Please announce “over early” on VHF c.72.
o In heavier weather, H-12s will want a wind check before the start; if winds
are steady 18-20, they may decide not to race, especially with bigger seas
and higher gusts (wooden spars can break).
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BYC Racing Safety Protocol
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BYC Racing Safety Protocol
Page 2
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Additional Resources
for Race Committee Volunteers
US Sailing: http://www.ussailing.org
The Racing Rules of Sailing: US Sailing members can download the
current Racing Rules from US Sailing’s website (http://www.ussailing.org/raceofficials/rules/rulebook/) and can also request a free hard copy of the book. In
addition, BYC has a limited number of these books for sale in the BYC office. Those
serving aboard Commodores are encouraged to read Part 3: “Conduct of A Race.”

Race Management Certification: US Sailing offers Race Management
seminars throughout the year, which is the first step in seeking certification. You
can find seminars here: http://www.ussailing.org/race-officials/find-aseminar/race-officer-seminar-calendar/.
If you are interested in pursuing the Race Management Certification path, please contact
the Race Committee Chair, Deborah Elfers, or Mary Pierce, for further guidance.
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